Accurate neural coding of the pitch of complex sounds is an essential part of auditory scene analysis; differences in pitch help segregate concurrent sounds, while similarities in pitch can help group sounds from a common source. In quiet, nonreverberant backgrounds, pitch can be derived from timing information in broadband high-frequency auditory channels and/or from frequency and timing information carried in narrowband low-frequency auditory channels. Recording from single neurons in the cochlear nucleus of anesthetized guinea pigs, we show that the neural representation of pitch based on timing information is severely degraded in the presence of reverberation. This degradation increases with both increasing reverberation strength and channel bandwidth. In a parallel human psychophysical pitch-discrimination task, reverberation impaired the ability to distinguish a high-pass harmonic sound from noise. Together, these findings explain the origin of perceptual difficulties experienced by both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners in reverberant spaces.
INTRODUCTION
Pitch perception is fundamental to vocal communication, music, and the perceptual organization of complex acoustic scenes (Bregman, 1990; Darwin, 2005; Moore, 2003; Plack and Oxenham, 2005) . Natural pitch-evoking sounds, such as human and animal vocalizations, exhibit two key properties setting them apart from artificial pitch stimuli common to the laboratory: first, their pitch is often dynamic, and second, they are usually heard in reverberant environments (e.g., when listening to an actor on stage in a theater). Many speech sounds, and tonal sounds produced by musical instruments, can be assimilated to harmonic complex tones; they contain multiple sinusoidal frequency components at harmonics (integer multiples) of a fundamental frequency (F0), which, in the case of speech, corresponds to the vibration rate of the vocal folds. Voice pitch provides information about the gender and age of a talker (the low-pitched voice of an adult male versus the high-pitched voice of a young child) and is exploited by listeners to perceptually ''tag'' the voice of a particular talker, allowing that voice to be followed with greater ease in a ''cocktail party'' listening situation (Bregman, 1990; Brokx and Noteboom, 1982; Cherry, 1953) . Variations in voice pitch convey important prosodic (intonation) information (e.g., Ladd, 1996) , and in certain languages, such as Mandarin Chinese, lexical distinction (e.g., Stagray et al., 1992) . Pitch variations over time also play an important role when listening to music, because pitch sequences constitute melody.
The crucial role of pitch perception in the analysis of everyday acoustic scenes has driven considerable efforts to understand how its physical correlate, F0, is encoded in neuronal discharge patterns at different stages of the auditory system, from the auditory nerve (e.g., Delgutte, 1996a, 1996b; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005) to the auditory cortex (e.g., Bendor and Wang, 2005; Patterson et al., 2002) . Broadly speaking, studies have considered two mechanisms of pitch perception: spectral mechanisms, in which the individual frequency components of a sound are determined and used to estimate the best-fitting internal ''pitch template,'' and temporal mechanisms, in which the periodicity at the output of the cochlear filters along the basilar membrane is used to extract the pitch (de Cheveigné , 2005) . In response to a broadband stimulus, such as speech, each place along the basilar membrane is maximally excited by a different narrow portion of the stimulus spectrum; i.e., the basilar membrane acts as a bank of band-pass filters, decomposing sounds into narrow frequency bands. Because the spacing of harmonic components in a complex tone is linear but the spacing of cochlear filters is roughly logarithmic, low-numbered harmonics will each pass through a different filter (i.e., they are ''resolved''), whereas in higher-frequency regions, any individual filter will pass several (so-called ''unresolved'') harmonics at once (Figures 1A and 1B) . Spectral mechanisms rely on resolved harmonics in order to determine the frequency composition of the sound. Temporal mechanisms rely on the phenomenon of ''phase-locking,'' whereby auditory nerve fibers tend to fire action potentials at a particular phase of the driving waveform at the output of cochlear filters (Palmer and Russell, 1986; Rose et al., 1967) , resulting in the waveform ''temporal fine structure'' ( Figure 1C , blue lines) being encoded in the intervals between action potentials. In the case of a harmonic complex tone, the fine structure at the output of an individual cochlear filter is either a single sinusoidal frequency component (a resolved harmonic) or it is a complex waveform resulting from the interaction of several unresolved harmonics. This interaction results in marked amplitude fluctuations at the filter output, known as ''temporal-envelope modulation'' ( Figure 1C , red lines), at a rate which usually corresponds to the F0. Therefore, auditory neurons responding to unresolved harmonics can represent the F0 by an increased probability of firing action potentials near peaks in the temporal envelope, referred to as ''envelope-locking,'' which is superimposed on their phase-locking to the fine structure. The strength of phase-locking diminishes toward higher frequencies, thereby limiting the ability to represent the increasingly rapid fine-structure periodicity at the output of high-frequency cochlear filters. Beyond the upper frequency limit of phase-locking (3.5 kHz in the guinea pig [Palmer and Russell, 1986] ), auditory neurons show only envelope-locking responses. In an attempt to provide a unified theory of pitch perception, applicable to both resolved and unresolved harmonic stimuli, several studies have proposed that the pitch of complex sounds may be derived by combining information from fine-structure phase-locking and envelopelocking responses across the frequency axis (e.g., Delgutte, 1996a, 1996b; Meddis and Hewitt, 1991; Meddis and O'Mard, 1997) .
While previous neurophysiological and modeling studies have provided important insights into the neuronal underpinnings of pitch perception, in the vast majority of cases, the stimuli were harmonic complex tones with a static F0, and thus a static pitch. This is in stark contrast to the known dynamic properties of natural harmonic complex sounds. In addition, in all neurophysiological studies of pitch, acoustic stimuli were delivered either directly to the ear (via headphones or inserts) or via loud-speakers inside an anechoic room, thereby specifically removing the effect of sound reflections. In most everyday listening situations (e.g., listening to a friend's voice in a busy restaurant or to an orchestra in a concert hall), the auditory system is faced with a complex fusion of sounds arriving both directly from the sound source(s) and, indirectly, following reflection from nearby surfaces, such as a room's ceiling, floor, and walls. This physical effect, known as ''reverberation,'' is not unique to man-made environments: in natural forest habitats, for instance, acoustic waves bounce on tree trunks and other vegetation (e.g., Padgham, 2004) . The series of reflected sounds, characteristic of reverberant environments, are attenuated (due to absorption of energy at the reflecting surface), delayed (due to the increased path length), and distorted (due to frequency-dependent absorption) copies of the direct sound. They add to the original sound at the listener's ears and can dramatically alter the acoustic waveform by smearing dynamic changes in the fine structure over time and reducing the ''peakiness'' of the waveform temporal envelope. These alterations are something of a double-edged sword for perception. On the one hand, reverberant energy can be beneficial by increasing the amplitude of a signal above the ambient noise level (Hodgson and Nosal, 2002) and by providing a cue to the distance of a sound source (Bé ké sy, 1938; Bronkhorst and Houtgast, 1999; Zurek and Wightman, 2000) . On the other hand, reverberation is detrimental for signals such as vocalizations, which convey important information via relatively rapid changes in their frequency content. Psychophysical studies show that reverberation can have a dramatically negative impact on speech intelligibility (Knudsen, 1929; Lochner and Burger, 1961; Nabelek et al., 1989; Plomp, 1976) and limit listeners' ability to selectively attend to one voice in the presence of others (Culling et al., 1994; 2003; Darwin and Hukin, 2000) . These effects are exacerbated in listeners with cochlear hearing loss (Helfer and Wilber, 1990) , and severely limit the benefits derived from current auditory prostheses (Poissant et al., 2006; Qin and Oxenham, 2005) .
Here, we recorded the responses of neurons located in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) of anesthetized guinea pigs to harmonic complex tones with time-varying F0s (F0-swept harmonic complexes) under a range of real-room reverberation conditions with varying reverberation strength ( Figure 2 , Experimental Procedures). Located in the brainstem, the cochlear nucleus is the central termination site of all auditory-nerve fibers and constitutes the initial processing station of the central auditory system, where parallel streams of information concerning parameters of the acoustic environment are established in different neuronal subpopulations. By analyzing dynamic changes in interspike-interval distributions, we found that neurons tuned to relatively low frequencies maintain a robust representation of the stimulus fine structure that represents the time-varying F0 even in the presence of strong reverberation. In contrast, the representation of the time-varying F0 based on envelope modulation recorded from neurons tuned to higher frequencies degrades rapidly with increasing reverberation strength. We also obtained human behavioral data in response to the same sounds used in the physiological experiments. When restricted to using envelope-modulation cues in high-frequency channels under reverberant conditions, human listeners demonstrated a dramatically reduced ability to discriminate pitch-evoking sounds from noise. Together, these neurophysiological and behavioral results help explain the origin of the deleterious effects of reverberation on our ability to exploit pitch cues when attending to one auditory object against a background of interfering sounds. The results also explain why hearing-impaired listeners and those with cochlear implants, who rely heavily on envelope-modulation cues to pitch (Moore and Carlyon, 2005) , have particular difficulty in reverberant environments. 
RESULTS

Neuronal Responses to Dynamic Pitch Stimuli with Added Reverberation
Responses to F0-swept harmonic complexes with and without added reverberation ( Figure 2 , Experimental Procedures) were recorded from 240 isolated single units in the VCN of anesthetized guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus). The units represent the major cell types present in the VCN. Primary-like units (which anatomically correspond to bushy cells) respond to acoustic stimulation similarly to their auditory nerve fiber input, preserving the accurate timing information required for faithful encoding of the stimulus temporal fine structure. Chopper units (corresponding to multipolar cells) show more complex responses, with relatively poor phase-locking to temporal fine structure but an enhanced representation of temporal-envelope modulation (Frisina et al., 1990; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Winter and Palmer, 1990 , see Figure S1 available online for a description of unit types).
We quantified neuronal responses to F0-swept harmonic complexes in terms of the temporal pattern of action potentials by calculating the shuffled all-order interspike-interval distribution in a short time window (50 ms duration) and sliding this window through the spike train to examine the response as a function of time. The shuffled all-order interspike-interval distribution is calculated in response to many repetitions of the same stimulus. For each repetition, it measures the time interval between each spike and all spikes in spike trains recorded from all other repetitions of the same stimulus. The shuffled distribution reflects the interval statistics that might be gathered from a target neuron of the cochlear nucleus output fibers (e.g., in the inferior colliculus) that receives input from many cells and is more likely to measure coincident activity across its input fibers than separately within each single input. Compared to standard histograms that measure only intervals between spikes evoked by the same stimulus repetition, the shuffled distribution makes a more efficient use of information because the number of intervals counted is on the order of N(N -1) instead of N, where N is the number of spikes. Figure S2 ). The resulting bin values are independent of mean firing rate, analysis-window duration, bin width, and number of presentations. Their unit is termed normalized number of coincidences. On this normalized scale, a value of 1 indicates that the spike times are uncorrelated across stimulus presentations. A value greater than 1 indicates a correlation. We present the shuffled interspike-interval distribution as a function of time and refer to this analysis as the autocorrelogram.
The major influence of reverberation on single-unit responses to the F0-swept signals is illustrated in Figure 3 . The responses of a high best frequency (BF) primary-like unit (BF = 2.1 kHz) and of a low-BF unit (BF = 0.29 kHz) both show a clear peak (orange through red on the color scale) in the autocorrelogram under nonreverberant conditions (Figures 3A and 3E) . This peak follows the changing F0 periodicity from 5 to 2.5 ms as the F0 sweeps from 200 to 400 Hz. The presence of a peak in the autocorrelograms at the F0 period (and integer multiples thereof) indicates that both units can reliably represent the dynamic pitch in the absence of reverberation. Adding strong reverberation results in a dramatic reduction in the pitch-related response of the high-BF primary-like unit ( Figure 3B ). In contrast, the pitch-related response of the low-BF unit is more robust ( Figure 3F ). To quantify the effects of reverberation on the autocorrelograms, we normalized the interspike-interval distribution by scaling the interspike-interval axis by the stimulus period (Experimental Procedures). Thus normalized, the response at the F0 period is represented by a straight horizontal peak in the autocorrelogram at a value of 1 ''pitch period'' (data not shown). Averaging over time yields a single function describing the response to stimulus periodicity, the time-averaged correlation function (Figures 3C and 3G) . We varied the relative strength of reverberation by changing the distance from the sound source, thus the results are plotted as a function of ''sound-source distance (m)'': small distances imply mild reverberation and large distances strong reverberation. With increasing reverberation, the responses of the high-BF unit are dominated by uncorrelated spike activity, as evidenced by the appearance of a non-zero baseline in the time-averaged correlation function. This is accompanied by a reduction in the magnitude of the peak near the pitch period, reflecting a reduced number of spikes locked to the stimulus periodicity ( Figure 3C ). In contrast, the responses of the low-BF unit are much less affected by reverberation. There is a robust peak near the pitch period in all reverberation conditions ( Figure 3G ). The magnitude of the pitch-related peak in the time-averaged correlation functions is termed the correlation index. The general trend for the correlation index is to tend toward unity (i.e., no representation of pitch) with increasing reverberation for the high-BF unit, while it remains stable for the low-BF unit (Figures 3D and 3H) . Pitch-related responses in other VCN unit types (onset units and chopper units) with relatively high-BFs are affected by reverberation similarly to the high-BF primary-like unit ( Figure S3 ). Therefore, the effects of reverberation on singleunit pitch-related responses seems to depend mainly on unit BF. Because both filter bandwidth and phase-locking ability vary with unit BF, it is difficult, on the basis of the results presented in Figure 3 , to disentangle the relative contribution of harmonic resolvability and of phase-locking strength to the observed effects. We now consider separately the effect of bandwidth and of phase-locking on neuronal representations of pitch in the presence of reverberation.
The Effect of Harmonic Resolution
To examine the effects of harmonic resolvability, we recorded data from a population of primary-like units in response to a set of F0-swept harmonic complexes with different F0 ranges. The BFs of these units (0.7 kHz ± 0.5 octaves) fell within the range of strong phase-locking (Winter and Palmer, 1990) . For a given unit, the ability to phase-lock to stimulus components near BF did not depend on the stimulus, but the density of harmonic components near BF (and the unit's ability to resolve them) was manipulated systematically by changing the starting and ending frequencies of the F0 sweep. For lower F0s, the interaction of unresolved harmonics leads to temporal-envelope modulation with a periodicity corresponding to the F0 at the output of the cochlear filter driving the single-unit response (Figure 1) . Because the unit's BF is within the range of phase-locking, it will tend to fire action potentials phase-locked to both the fine structure and locked to the envelope modulation (Evans, 1978; Joris et al., 2004) . Therefore, the interspike-interval distribution represents both the fine-structure and the temporal-envelope periodicities.
Data from a typical primary-like unit with a BF of 0.7 kHz are presented in Figure 4 . In response to an unresolved 100-200 Hz F0-sweep with no reverberation, there is a strong representation of the F0 periodicity (moving from 10 to 5 ms) in the autocorrelogram ( Figure 4A, top) . The large autocorrelogram peak at the F0 period represents the time interval between action potentials separated by one pitch period. The smaller autocorrelogram peaks at $1.5 ms, and at the pitch period, ±1.5 ms reflects the firing of action potentials locked to the fine structure (e.g., Evans, 1978) . As reverberation strength increases, the temporal response to the dynamic pitch of this unresolved harmonic complex gradually decreases ( Figure 4A , middle and bottom). When using a 400-800 Hz F0-sweep, thereby increasing harmonic resolution by the same single unit, the autocorrelogram shows a series of peaks at integer multiples of the F0 period (moving from 2.5 to 1.25 ms) (Figure 4B, top) . This pattern of activity indicates that the responses are mainly driven by the resolved fundamental component (400-800 Hz). In this case, there is no modulation of the envelope at the output of the cochlear filter, and the response is essentially purely to the fine structure. In contrast to the responses to the unresolved stimulus, adding reverberation has little effect on the temporal response at the F0 period ( Figure 4B , middle and bottom). This finding supports the notion that harmonic resolution is at least one important factor in determining the effect of reverberation on the ability to represent the pitch of harmonic complex sounds in the temporal pattern of action-potential discharge.
In order to better understand how reverberation affects the temporal responses of single units, we now consider the frequency-domain representation of the autocorrelogram (Experimental Procedures, Figures 4C and 4D ). This representation can reveal the relative dominance of temporal fine structure and of temporal-envelope modulation in the unit's response. With increasing reverberation strength, the representation of the pitch of the unresolved stimulus relies less on action potentials locked to the temporal-envelope modulation and more on action potentials locked to the fine structure. This is shown in Figure 4C by the relatively robust response to stimulus harmonics near to the unit's BF (between $0.5 and 1 kHz); in contrast, the strong response to the envelope modulation, shown as a peak in the spectrum moving from 100 to 200 Hz (and integer multiples thereof), is attenuated in mild reverberation ( Figure 4C , middle) and absent in strong reverberation ( Figure 4C, bottom) . In the strongest reverberation condition, the only cue to pitch is the somewhat noisy fine structure around BF ( Figure 4C , bottom). Compare these responses to the corresponding frequency-domain representations of the resolved 400-800 Hz F0-swept harmonic complex ( Figure 4D) . Here, the effect of increasing reverberation strength is to smear the frequency-domain representation over time, i.e., the response contains information pertaining to earlier parts of the waveform, delayed by multiple reflections before reaching the listeners' ears. In the case of an upgoing F0 sweep, the delayed components are of a lower frequency than that expected based on the original nonreverberant signal.
To quantify the change in pitch representation as a function of reverberation strength and harmonic resolvability, we first calculated the time-averaged correlation functions for each of the primary-like units. Examples of these functions are shown for unresolved and resolved harmonic complex tones in Figures  5A and 5B, respectively. The sharp peak in the correlation function in response to the unresolved stimulus in the absence of reverberation reflects the very ''peaky'' temporal envelope, characteristic of cosine-phase harmonic complexes ( Figure 5A ). With added reverberation, this peak is reduced in amplitude due to the reduced envelope modulation and is shifted to a longer period, reflecting the smeared temporal fine structure arising from the addition of indirect sound components. When the neuron responds to resolved harmonics, the magnitude of the pitch response does not change with increasing reverberation strength, but the peak of the correlation function is again shifted to a longer period (Figure 5B) . For the population analysis of these data, we renormalized the correlation index in such a way that the value of 1 (indicating the absence of pitch) now maps to 0, and the value in the nonreverberant condition (with maximal pitch information) now maps to 1. Renormalizaton was performed separately for each F0 range and each single unit. This normalized correlation index ranges between 0 and 1, with 0 meaning there is no pitch-related temporal pattern of action potentials and 1 meaning there is an equally strong representation of the pitch as in the nonreverberant condition for that F0 range. The population analysis of eight primary-like units with BFs within ±0.5 octaves of 0.7 kHz demonstrates significant effects of harmonic resolvability and reverberation strength on both the magnitude of the peak ( Figure 5C , ANOVA, p < 0.001) and its position, which reflects the smearing of the fine structure through time ( Figure 5D , ANOVA, p < 0.001).
The Effect of Phase-Locking Ability Bushy cells and multipolar cells, corresponding physiologically to VCN primary-like and chopper responses, respectively, exhibit different phase-locking abilities. In the guinea pig, primary-like units phase-lock to frequencies below $3.5 kHz, while chopper units fail to show significant phase-locking above $1.5 kHz (Winter and Palmer, 1990) . This difference in phase-locking is reflected in the population distribution of correlation index as a function of BF and reverberation strength (Figure 6 ). The correlation index decreases with increasing reverberation for all unit types with BFs > $1 kHz (Figures 6A-6C ). In the presence of reverberation, the population correlation index function is lowpass in shape for both primary-like and chopper units. At the maximum reverberation strength tested, correlation index is not significantly greater than 1 (t test, all p > 0.05) for primarylike units with BFs > $3 kHz and chopper units with BFs > $1.5 kHz (indicated by crosses in Figures 6D and 6E ). These population data show that under reverberant listening conditions the temporal representation of pitch in the central auditory system relies on the responses of neurons tuned within the range phase-locking ( Figures 6D-6F ). Neurons tuned to frequencies higher than the phase-locking range provide no significant temporal representation of pitch under relatively severe reverberation conditions. Even mild reverberation has a large negative impact on their pitch-related temporal response. Units tuned to low frequencies ( Figure 6F ) show a strong temporal representation of pitch under all conditions tested.
Pitch-Related Temporal-Envelope Cues Are More Degraded than Fine-Structure Cues in Reverberant Spaces From the frequency-domain representations of the autocorrelograms for single units, we constructed ''population spectra'' (see Experimental Procedures), illustrated in Figures 7A-7C . We consider two regions of the spectrum for each unit: a band centered on the unit's BF (±0.33 octaves) and a band covering the region of the sweeping F0. The band centered at the BF represents the fine-structure information present in the temporal pattern of action-potential firing, whereas the band around the F0 represents the response to temporal-envelope modulation at the cochlear-filter output. Overlapping regions of the fine-structure spectra from the population of single units are averaged across units (separately for primary-like and chopper populations), and the magnitude is normalized to the 0 Hz component of the Fourier spectrum for each single unit prior to constructing the population spectrum ( Figures 7D-7I) . The upper part of each plot shows the population temporal fine-structure response, while the lower part of each plot shows the population mean temporal-envelope modulation spectrum. Notice that, in the nonreverberant condition, there are peaks in the spectra corresponding to the linearly swept harmonics. These are represented to $3 kHz in the population of primary-like units, reflecting their relatively good phase-locking as compared to the chopper population in which the spectral peaks are present only below $1.5 kHz. There is also a large peak in the envelope-modulation spectrum following the dynamic F0 through time. Therefore, under nonreverberant listening conditions, the central auditory system could exploit either the information present in the temporal fine-structure representation or that present in the temporal envelope in order to extract the dynamic pitch contour. It is clear from the population responses that under reverberant conditions the effectiveness of the temporal envelope as a cue to the dynamic pitch of a complex sound is severely reduced. A mechanism of pitch perception based on temporal fine-structure cues is more robust in such environments ( Figures 7J and 7K) . Although there is a better preserved temporal representation of the stimulus fine structure as compared to the envelope in reverberation, this fine-structure information is degraded in the physical stimulus. Because the degraded fine structure is preserved in the responses of neurons at this early stage of central auditory processing, this likely contributes to the increase in errors when attempting to track a sound's pitch over time in a reverberant environment against a complex background of other pitch-evoking sounds (e.g., Culling et al., 1994 Culling et al., , 2003 .
Influence of F0 Sweep Rate
Certain parts of speech, such as the sustained portion of a vowel, have an almost static pitch, whereas other parts exhibit very rapid pitch fluctuations (e.g., consonant-vowel syllables). To examine the effect of pitch fluctuation rate on our single-unit responses, we varied the F0-sweep rate in octave steps between 0.5 and 4 octaves per second for F0-swept harmonic complexes with the F0 varying linearly between 200 and 400 Hz in a series of linked upgoing and downgoing sweeps, i.e., 200-400-200-. Hz. We also included static pitch conditions, in which F0 was fixed at either 200 or 400 Hz. Figure 8 shows the frequency-domain representations of autocorrelogram analyses of responses to these stimuli from a typical primary-like unit (BF = 1.35 kHz). The autocorrelograms and intermediate frequency-domain representations are shown in Figures S4 and S5 . When the F0 is constant (200 Hz) and there is no reverberation (the usual situation for laboratory pitch experiments), there is a strong representation of the pitch in the interspike-interval distribution, as evidenced by the large peak at the F0 (due to action potentials locked to the envelope modulation) and a series of peaks at integer multiples of the F0 in the region of the unit's BF (J and K) The mean power in a 50 Hz-wide band centered on the F0 and on low-numbered harmonics, for the primary-like and chopper populations, respectively, as a function of sound-source distance. Note that the power in the band around the F0 is calculated twice: once for the modulation spectrum (black line) and again from the responses of the low-frequency units to the fine structure in the same frequency region (light blue line, labeled ''1st'').
(representing the fine structure) ( Figure 8A ). Adding reverberation to the static-pitch stimulus results in a loss of the envelope-modulation response; however, the response to the fine structure remains strong. This indicates that the pitch of static harmonic complex sounds can be reliably represented by phase-locking to stimulus fine structure in primary-like units, even under highly reverberant conditions ( Figure 8B ). Even at the highest F0-sweep rate tested (4 octaves per second), which is close to the most rapid pitch fluctuation rate found in human speech (O'Shaughnessy and Allen, 1983) , this unit shows a strong representation of the dynamic temporal-envelope modulation and fine structure in the absence of reverberation ( Figure 8C) . Reverberation blurs the fine-structure response at higher F0-sweep rates, effectively ''whitening'' the spectrum in the band around the unit's BF and thereby making the response equivalent to noise ( Figure 8D) . Therefore, at pitch fluctuation rates common in vocalizations, the neuronal estimate of pitch based on interspike-interval distributions becomes increasingly unreliable in a reverberant environment. Together, the effects of reverberation and high F0-sweep rate significantly diminish the magnitude and increase the smearing of the temporal representation of pitch ( Figures 8D and 8E , ANOVA, p < 0.001).
DISCUSSION
The results show strong influences of reverberation on neuronal responses to time-varying pitch. In the absence of reverberation, the dynamic pitch contours are clearly reflected in the temporal spiking patterns of most VCN units, whereas in the presence of reverberation, the neuronal representation of dynamic pitch contours is severely degraded. We discuss the two main facets of the deleterious influence of reverberation (attenuation of temporal-envelope modulation and smearing of fine structure) and their likely consequences on perception in normal-hearing and hearing-impaired individuals.
Effects of Reverberation on Temporal-Envelope Cues to Pitch
The pitch of a harmonic complex tone is usually very close to that of a pure tone at the F0 (Moore, 2003) . Removing the F0 component (or all of the resolved harmonics) from the stimulus does not alter the pitch (Schouten, 1938) ; however, the pitch of unresolved harmonics is relatively weak compared to the pitch elicited by a group of resolved harmonics Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990; Penagos et al., 2004) . In normal-hearing individuals, the low-numbered harmonics dominate the pitch percept (Dai, 2000; Moore et al., 1985; Plomp, 1967; Ritsma, 1967) . Hearing-impaired listeners have impaired frequency resolution due to broader cochlear filters (Glasberg and Moore, 1986; Moore, 1998) and show specific deficits in their ability to use temporal fine-structure information (Lorenzi et al., 2006) . Hence, they rely more strongly on unresolved harmonics and temporal-envelope cues to the pitch of complex signals (Moore and Carlyon, 2005; Moore and Moore, 2003) . Temporal-envelope cues play an even more important role for cochlear-implant users because the signal-processing strategies of most current implant devices deliver only envelope information (Wilson et al., 1991) . Here, single units from the guinea pig VCN showed a severe degradation in their responses to the pitch of complex sounds driven by envelope modulation in the presence of reverberation. The finding that reverberation limits the usefulness of envelope modulation for the neuronal representation of behaviorally relevant stimulus features (F0) is consistent with human perceptual data suggesting an exaggerated effect of reverberation on speech intelligibility in hearing-impaired listeners in reverberant environments (Helfer and Wilber, 1990 ) and may account for at least some of the difficulty in speech perception demonstrated by cochlear-implant users, especially in complex acoustic environments (Nelson et al., 2003; Poissant et al., 2006; Qin and Oxenham, 2005) .
In an additional behavioral experiment (see Supplemental Data), we found significant effects of spectral listening region and reverberation strength when normal-hearing human listeners discriminated between band-pass-filtered versions of the F0-swept harmonic complex tones used in the physiological experiments and matched band-pass-filtered Gaussian noise tokens ( Figure S6 and Table S1 ). Specifically, reverberation had little or no effect on the ability to distinguish a group of low-numbered harmonics of an F0-swept harmonic complex from band-filtered noise. In contrast, for high-numbered harmonics in reverberation, the signal was indistinguishable from band-filtered noise: it no longer elicited a pitch sensation. This finding parallels the neurophysiological data obtained in response to the same stimuli remarkably well; however, there is a difference in the frequency region in which the effects of reverberation become apparent ($3 kHz in guinea pig primary-like units [ Figure 6D ] compared to $4-5 kHz in the human data for the 200-400 Hz F0 sweeps with the strongest reverberation). The parallel neurophysiological and behavioral findings support the general view that effectiveness of envelope periodicity as a cue to the pitch of a complex sound decreases with increasing reverberation strength. When listening to complex tones (e.g., human speech sounds) in a reverberant environment (e.g., a lecture theater), the phase relationship of the harmonic components is essentially randomized (Plomp and Steeneken, 1973) , which causes the broadband waveform reaching a listener's ears to have a much less-modulated temporal envelope than the waveform leaving the sound source. Measures of such changes in temporal-envelope modulation have been shown to predict speech intelligibility in rooms (Houtgast et al., 1980) . A harmonic phase relationship known as alternating phase has been used to demonstrate the sensitivity of human pitch perception to temporal-envelope modulation . In an additional experiment, we recorded responses to F0-swept harmonic complexes with this phase relationship and demonstrated a correlation between the effects of harmonic phase in this experiment (difference of response between alternating and cosine phase) and those of reverberation in our main experiment (Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S7 ).
It is important to take into account physiological differences between humans and guinea pigs when interpreting guinea pig single-unit data in the context of human perception. Some authors have claimed that human cochlear filters are up to three times more narrowly tuned than those in guinea pigs (e.g., Shera et al., 2002) , while others have vigorously refuted these claims Temchin, 2005, 2007) . Narrower cochlear filters would in theory reduce the observed effects of reverberation on temporal pitch representations by improving harmonic resolution. A well-established difference between animal species with relevance to the current findings is the upper frequency limit of phase-locking, which varies widely between species (e.g., guinea pig, 3.5 kHz [Palmer and Russell, 1986] ; cat, 5 kHz Hz [Johnson, 1980] ; barn-owl, 10 kHz [Kö ppl, 1997]) . No direct measurement of phase-locking in humans exists, but current data indirectly suggest a limit of 4-5 kHz (Micheyl et al., 1998; Moore, 1973; Moore and Sek, 1996) . The upper frequency limit of human pitch detection in the presence of strong reverberation is also $4-5 kHz, suggesting that phase-locking to fine structure is the important factor in normal-hearing human behavioral performance as well as in guinea pig single-unit pitch representations under reverberant listening conditions.
We suggest that, while the auditory system can exploit purely temporal cues in the waveform envelope to determine the F0 of a harmonic complex sound when the phase relationship of harmonic components is carefully controlled in the laboratory, it is unlikely that this ability is useful in everyday listening situations. The most important information is the temporal fine structure.
Effects of Reverberation on Temporal Fine-Structure Cues to Pitch
When listening to a harmonic complex sound, the temporal fine structure encoded by phase-locked action potentials in auditory nerve fibers can be used to estimate the spectral composition of the sound. This blurs the distinction between purely spectral and purely temporal models of pitch perception. The utility of pitch perception to auditory scene analysis results from the auditory system's ability to perceptually group sound components sharing a common F0 (i.e., which are harmonically related) into a single ''auditory object'' to be segregated from, and followed against, a background of interfering sounds (e.g., Assmann and Summerfield, 1990; Bregman, 1990; Brokx and Noteboom, 1982) .
A classic paradigm for studying the contribution of F0 to perceptual segregation is the so-called ''double-vowel'' experiment, in which a listener hears a mixture of two vowels and must separate them on the basis of a difference in fundamental frequency (e.g., Assmann and Summerfield, 1990; de Cheveigné et al., 1997a) . To successfully complete this perceptual task, the auditory system might exploit either the harmonicity of the target sound to ''enhance'' the target, exploit the harmonicity of the interfering sound to ''cancel'' the interferer, or use a combination of these two mechanisms (de Cheveigné et al., 1997b) . Whether using harmonic enhancement or cancellation, the auditory system must estimate the F0 of at least one of the vowels in the sound mixture and track its changes over time. The phase-locked responses of VCN units to the temporal fine structure could provide a cue to the harmonicity, as could the envelope-locked responses under nonreverberant conditions. In the presence of reverberation, the envelope cues are absent, and a mechanism of harmonicity tracking for perceptual organization of complex auditory scenes must rely on the smeared temporal fine-structure representation observed at the level of the VCN. Reverberation poses similar difficulties for computational auditory scene analysis and artificial speech-recognition systems; ''de-reverberation'' algorithms for these applications are an active area of research (Brown and Palomaki, 2006) .
Smearing of temporal fine-structure is likely to result in a reduction in the accuracy with which the perceptual (or computational) segregation system could operate, especially when the pitch contours of the competing sounds intersect; the system may mistakenly ''jump'' between sound sources at points where their pitches are similar and reverberation blurs their small distinction (Culling and Darwin, 1993) . This is consistent with the psychophysical findings that in reverberant environments human listeners fail to exploit differences in voice F0 to perceptually segregate speech sounds with a time-varying pitch (Culling et al., 1994 (Culling et al., , 2003 Darwin and Hukin, 2000) and that reverberation tends to reduce the intelligibility of speech sounds with rapid frequency transitions the most (e.g., Gelfand and Silman, 1979) . By slowing the rate of the F0 sweeps in our experiments, the smearing effects of reverberation on the neuronal representation of the temporal fine structure were reduced. In the context of speech perception, this is equivalent to reducing intonation: that is, speaking in a monotone. Thus, on the basis of guinea pig VCN responses, it may appear that we ought to speak in a monotone in reverberant environments. Although the effects of reverberation on the ability to exploit F0 differences for perceptual organization would be reduced by doing so, any benefits from this point of view are offset perceptually by an inherent loss of speech intelligibility when the F0 is monotonized (Culling et al., 2003) .
The debate regarding the role of timing information in the perception of pitch has been ongoing for over a century (de Cheveigné , 2005; Seebeck, 1841) . Temporal models are necessary to explain the pitch of unresolved harmonic complex tones where there are no spectral cues in the output of the cochlea and temporal-envelope modulation is the only cue available. Here, we have demonstrated that under ecologically valid listening conditions reverberation severely degrades this pitch cue.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Surgical Preparation and Single-Unit Recording
For detailed descriptions of our surgical preparation, recording, and unit classification methods, see Sayles and Winter (2007) . Experiments were performed on 50 urethane-anesthetized pigmented guinea pigs (Cavia porcellus), weighing between 300 and 650 g. Single units were recorded extracellularly using tungsten-in-glass microelectrodes. Units were classified as primarylike, primary-like with a notch, sustained chopper, transient chopper, and onset ( Figure S1 ). For units with very low BFs (<$0.5 kHz), it was not possible to assign them to one of the above categories. These units are grouped together and termed ''low-frequency'' units. The experiments were carried out under the terms and conditions of the project license issued by the United Kingdom Home Office to the second author.
Complex Stimuli
Stimuli were 500 ms duration harmonic complex tones with a swept fundamental frequency (F0) with or without added reverberation (Figures 2A-2C ). They contained harmonics 1-20 of a linear F0 transition, one octave wide at a rate of two octaves per second. Starting F0 was varied in 1/3 octave steps between 100 and 400 Hz for upgoing F0 sweeps and between 800 and 200 Hz for downgoing F0 sweeps. Harmonics were summed in cosine phase (i.e., all sinusoidal components start at a 90 phase angle). Reverberation was added by time-domain convolution of the original signals, with impulse responses recorded in a long corridor at distances of 0.32, 0.63, 1.25, 2.5, 5, and 10 m from the sound source. Analyses of the important features of the impulse responses are presented in Figure 2 ; energy decay curves, calculated by reverse integration ( Figure 2D ), the impulse-response spectra ( Figure 2E ), the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio ( Figure 2F, red) , and the T 60 ,the time taken for the energy in the impulse response to fall by 60 dB (Figure 2F, blue) . The corridor was 2 m wide and 35 m long, with a ceiling height of $3.4 m. The floor was uncarpeted linoleum, the walls were painted brick, and the ceiling was painted concrete. For details of the impulse response recording technique, see Watkins (2005) . Following convolution, the tails introduced by reverberation were removed and the waveforms normalized for equal r.m.s. amplitude. Because we were interested in the temporal responses to the stimuli, this amplitude normalization was useful to factor out an overall level difference between the signals. All stimuli were gated on and off with 2 ms cos 2 ramps and presented in random order for typically 50 repetitions, with a 1 s repetition period. The overall sound level was $65 dB SPL. In a subset of experiments, we varied the F0-sweep rate in octave steps from 0.5 to 4 octaves per second. The stimulus duration was 2 s, and the F0 changed linearly with time, in a series of upgoing and downgoing sweeps between 200 and 400 Hz. We also included two static F0 conditions, with F0 equal to the two extremes of the F0 sweep, i.e., 200 and 400 Hz. To avoid any bias from the direction of the initial sweep, two sets of stimuli were produced, one starting with an upgoing sweep, and one with a downgoing sweep. Reverberation was added at distances of 0.63, 2.5, and 10 m. Stimuli were presented in random order for 25 repetitions, with a 3 s repetition period.
Analyses
Interspike-Interval Analysis
From the recorded spike trains, we calculated the shuffled all-order interspikeinterval distribution in a short (50 ms) rectangular window, slid in 5 ms steps through the spike train. All forward interspike intervals are calculated between each spike in each spike train and every successive spike in all other spike trains (within the 50 ms window); thus, for N spike trains, we calculate intervals for N(N À 1) spike-train pairs. All intervals are tallied in a histogram. The histogram is then plotted against the time at the center of the analysis window, resulting in a time-dependent distribution of interspike intervals: the timewindowed shuffled autocorrelogram, referred to as the autocorrelogram. Bin values of the autocorrelogram are normalized according to the method of Joris et al. (2006) . Briefly, the bin values are divided by the factor N(N À 1)r 2 tw, where r is the mean spike rate in the windowed segment, t is the histogram bin width (50 ms), and w is the window duration (50 ms), thus making the bin values independent of number of sweeps, mean spike rate, window duration, and bin width. The bin values are dimensionless, termed normalized number of coincidences, and represented by a color scale adjacent to each plot. For an uncorrelated set of spike trains, this normalization causes bin values to tend toward a value of 1; a value greater than 1 indicates a correlation (Joris et al., 2006) . Figure S2 shows example autocorrelograms calculated from artificial spike trains with known statistics, illustrating the effects of correlated versus uncorrelated spike activity. From the autocorrelogram, we calculate a time-averaged correlation function by normalizing the interspike-interval axis at each time point to the corresponding F0 period and then averaging the result over time. On this normalized scale, the units along the abscissa are ''F0 periods.'' In neurons providing a temporal representation of the pitch period in their interspike-interval distributions, the time-averaged correlation function has a characteristic peak at a value of 1 F0 period. We define a search window of ±0.15 F0 periods to select the position and magnitude of the peak. The magnitude of this peak is referred to as the correlation index. When F0 sweep rate was varied, we calculated a separate time-averaged correlation function for the upgoing and downgoing portions of the stimulus.
Spectral Analysis
We calculated the magnitude spectrum of the shuffled all-order interspike-interval distribution (which is symmetric around 0 ms) at each time point in the autocorrelogram by first applying a Hanning window and padding with zeros to 2 15 points before computing the Fourier transform of this signal. The spectrum at each time point is expressed as dB relative to the 0 Hz component. From the population of individual unit responses, we constructed ''population spectra.'' From the spectral representation of an individual unit's autocorrelogram, we extract a 2/3 octave-wide band centered on the unit's BF and a band covering the region of the sweeping F0. The BF-centered band is termed the ''fine-structure'' band, and the band covering the range of the sweeping F0 is termed the ''modulation band.'' To avoid any response to low-frequency components in our estimate of the representation of envelope modulation, we extracted the modulation band from units with BFs > 1.33 octaves above the F0. The fine-structure bands from the population of units are averaged together in their overlapping portions to form a population fine-structure representation. The modulation band is averaged across units to give an indication of the amount of modulation at the F0 present in the population. Our population of low-frequency units was used to ''fill in'' the low-frequency portions of the population representation of stimulus fine structure. Because we do not know whether these units are part of the primary-like or chopper population, they were allowed to contribute to both. From the population spectra, we calculate the mean power (averaged over time) present in a 50 Hz band around the (sweeping) F0 and harmonics 2-4. The power in the band around the F0 is calculated twice: once for the modulation spectrum and again from the responses of the low-frequency units to the fine structure in the same frequency region.
SUPPLEMENTAL DATA
The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://www. neuron.org/cgi/content/full/58/5/789/DC1/.
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